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If Rimworld was a back scratcher with a pearl handle and a silver rod, Rekindling would be a good stick with a nice wide end on
it for itching. I'm not calling it a knock off by any means just very similar. You manager resources, plan and build a community
while everything tries to kill you. Here's the thing, so far it's fun if not as in depth as the previously mentioned game. It's Early
Access though and I think it's a really good start. I enjoy playing it, have recommended it to friends. I'd say for the price point
you cannot go wrong.. Big fan of Rimworld, Rise to Ruins, Gnomoria and other similar titles so I definitely had to pick
Rekindling up. Rekindling isn't as in-depth as Rimworld, but it's on its way. The current state of the game can provide you with
many hours of enjoyment and the dev has been putting out substantial updates weekly. The game is priced at an extremely
affordable price and I'm glad I picked it up.. This is a first impressions. I plan to play more and watch the game go through
development. I will also change my review over the coarse of development. 5-7-19 0.24 Short answer is yes, i recommend it.
Long answer: Rekindling is u201cSFS Studiosu201d take on the colony building gener. It takes some ideas from similar games
and even adds things of its own. As of know the game is short, but is still enjoyable if you have a few minutes to play. Even tho
it is early access I have not come across to many bugs. The simplistic design of the game makes it easy for any pc to run and the
price is a good start for what it is. I did not play the other titles by u201cSFS Studiosu201d but i looked back and found out that
their previous released game Inevitability is still receiving updates meaning the devs will most likely not abandoned this game
for a long while. tThe only issue i really have is guns dont have sounds(that could be a bug tho), other then that small things like
animals just walking into your houses, and if you remove a bed while someone is sleeping on it they get stuck for a few seconds
when they wake up. tOverall I can't wait to see how this progresses and hope for the best for the dev(s).. Ok so, Like an early
access budget Rimworld with a few differences. Doesn't have a whole lot of content at the moment, BUT does have some
potential. I had fun playing so far though it is riddled with some weird AI and bugs. Nothing you wouldn't expect from an EA
title. Would recommend keeping an eye on it to see where it goes. The devs seem to be active for now.

Flat Trip 12th of April, the day the first human visited Space. : Hey folks! Today is the 12th of April. On this day, in 1961, Yuri
Gagarin made a trip around our beautiful planet Earth, as the first human in space. His flight aboard the "Vostok 1" took 1 hour
and 48 minutes. Today, the 12th of April is being celebrated as the World Aviation and Austronautics Day . So, I've decided to
make a week long discount for Flat Trip , as a little tribute to the progress of science and humanity. The discount will start at
13/04/2019 10:00 am (PST) and will continue until 20/04/2019 10:00 (PST). Have a nice one! P.S. I've also started to make a
new game, working title "Project Syz". You can watch the early progress at twitter.com/shushpo. Flat Trip: A message to you. :
Hi! If you see this, this might mean that you have Flat Trip in your game library. Or, you're just passing by this community
center, dedicated to the game Flat Trip (if that's the case - Welcome!). My name is Dmitry (aka shushpo) and I'm the graphic
artist and the developer of this little game. This game is my first serious game project, published on Steam. I've spent
approximately a year making this game. You can even say that this is my biggest (or more like the longest in production) project
yet. I'm really glad to see, that there are people that found Flat Trip interesting. As for almost every artist, it's really awesome,
when your creations find their viewers. I was going to write a big rant about how hard it is for a small indie game that was made
with love (not an asset-flip or achievement abuse stuff) to get to the surface of Steam store, but I think that most of Steam users
already know this. So I'm just gonna ask one little thing. If you liked Flat Trip and you got a free minute - please, leave a review
on its Steam store page. It should (at least I hope so) help Flat Trip to get closer to its potential users (and collect some money to
pay the taxes in the end of this year, I'm not even hoping to get something extra at this point).. Flat Trip: Community Avatars :
Hey guys and gals! How's it going? I've added official Flat Trip community avatars. You can use them by going in your profile
settings -> find avatar section -> select from official game avatars -> choose any of the desired avatars. Just thought that it
would be nice to have that :) Feel free to use them if you want.
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